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This entry - ZX-81's web site

Mar 11, 2011 - It's a sad day, i've just watched the news on TV and this tsunami that reached the Japan coast was a nightmare. All my condolence goes to the ... 
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Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/



Friday, March 11. 2011



My Condolence for Japan Tsunami Victims Hi All, It's a sad day, i've just watched the news on TV and this tsunami that reached the Japan coast was a nightmare. All my condolence goes to the victims of this Tsunami. We are all japanese this evenning, Zx



Posted by zx-81 in Events at 21:10
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Aug 26, 2006 - Also my fingers weren't even near the start, L, or R, butttons. I hope u can fix it. It also happens frequently. also those spam-prevention image ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Mar 17, 2007 - This software is distributed under several open-source/free software licenses, and mainly the MIT/X Consortium License. See LICENSE.txt file ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jun 23, 2007 - including notepad, music player, image viewer, address book, calendar, calculator, and clock. It has been written by Rob_psp. It is distributed ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Thanks, keep up the good work, I love your Emulators, looking forward to try this later this night. Chris23235 on Oct 24 2009, 22:49. Woohoo!!! trying it out now.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jan 23, 2007 - Add Aenea as the author of the first PSP port (i'm sorry for this mistake !) How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file. Sources are ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

May 18, 2006 - New Speed optimization. - Add screen resize menu (x1.25, x1.5, x2). - Add .img disk file support. - Add a file (run.txt) to specify association ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Nov 12, 2007 - released in 1989 by Miles Gordon Technology. For more information on the machine itself, including history and technical specification you can ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Wednesday, July 26. 2006. Portable VNC v1.2.2 ... DrNicket on Jul 27 2006, 06:16. I accidentally came ... Ody nOOb on Aug 31 2006, 10:52. Hello! Anyway idea ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Apr 13, 2007 - Thanks to Wraggster and DCEmu's Staff, I'm pleased to announced you that i have got a new web site on DCEmu network, with a new design ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Oct 12, 2008 - It permits to edit even huge text file, in both dos and unix mode, ... http://speedkiller.site90.com/index.php?p=1_10_Deutsches-PSPWRITE.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Aug 22, 2009 - This version of PSPMSX supports IRDA-Joystick box designed by my good ... PCB and programmed the PIC micro-controller, while i was in ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Oct 22, 2009 - cant' notice any glitches, sometimes it doesn't work). Zx zx-81 on Oct 23 ... For example, the part of world 1 where you're on the giant dinosaur's ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Sep 28, 2008 - How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file. ... If i get it right, this hcd-converter was made to convert iso/wav into. "official's" psp-pce ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jan 23, 2008 - Can you add support for Windows 1251 (cp-1251) codepage?? ... so if anyone is having problems with the 1.5 version try the 3.x one instead.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jan 20, 2008 - Nice emulator - I followed the advice and laded my cas images in windows, then saved a sna file after the games had loaded. Time Bandit and ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Sunday, November 18. 2007. GP2X-GNU Chess: Chess game for GP2X v1.0.1. Hi All,. GNU Chess is command line Chess program running on many differents ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jul 30, 2006 - zx-81 on Jul 31 2006, 13:15. Awesome job with all of the hard work you've done with the VBA emulator! I have a couple of questions though:.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/. Sunday .... I guess I'll try to completely remove it and re-download and re-install it, and if that doesn't work I'll just have to .... Upload uncompressed format on torrent? Would
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Monday, March 17. 2008. PSPTI99 : A TI-99/4 Emulator for PSP v1.0.3 ... zx-81 on Mar 25 2008, 08:33 ahh thank you for the information! Happy user on Mar 25 ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Oct 10, 2007 - (might be useful to translate menus in german, french ...) - Bug fix in the file requester. How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

jk rowling on Sep 18 2006, 21:04. Excellent work - Mazogs on the move - fantastic! sgoll on Sep 27 2006, 00:56. Thanks for your comment,. Take care, Zx.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

GBA's lack of a backlight) could be darkened back down. the screenshot you used here is a good example of a washed out game. WACOMalt on Jul 12 2006, ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Sep 17, 2007 - (might be useful to translate psp2600 menus in german, french ...) - Bug fix in file requester. How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

why do you not bought a casio fx-cg10 by 99$ and port for it a emu? prizm on Oct 4 2012, 21:55. Hi, ... less than 80$. Cheers, Zx zx-81 on Oct 4 2012, 23:18.
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